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Host country  | Bangladesh 
Site locations | The study sites are hilly mixed ever-green forests with three protected areas 
and two KBAs  

• Raghunandan Hill Reserve (26.31 sq. km, 24°6’–24°16’N/91°21’–91°28’E, Satchari NP); 
• Tarap Hill Reserve (62 sq. km, 24°5’–24°31’N/91°35’–91°39’E, Rema-Kalenga WS); 
• West Vanugach Hill Reserve (27.4 sq. km, 24°13’–24°27’N/91°44’–91°49’E, Lawachara 

NP); 
• Rajkandi Reserve (64 sq. km, 24°08’–24°16’N/91°54’–91°55’E)

Field Survey | January–October 2021 / February–June 2022 
Involved institutions | Department of Zoology, University of Dhaka and Bangladesh Forest 
Department 
The overall aim | To draw conservation spotlight on mammalian carnivores in eastern Ban-
gladesh—an uncharted region of the Indo-Burma Biodiversity Hotspot.
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Data Deficient in Bangladesh 
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No concerted study 
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Abbreviations
IUCN SSC: International Union for Conservation of Nature Species Survival Commission 
IUCN: International Union for Conservation of Nature
KBA: Key Biodiversity Area
NP: National Park
SCCS: Student Conference on Conservation Science 
WCS Bangladesh: Wildlife Conservation Society Bangladesh 
WS: Wildlife Sanctuary 

Bengal fox Vulpes bengalensis 
Vulnerable in Bangladesh 

Population in northern and eastern Bangladesh 
No concerted study 
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Three-striped palm civet Arctogalidia trivirgata 
Data Deficient in Bangladesh 

Population in eastern Bangladesh 
No concerted study 
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SECTION ONE

1a. SUMMARY

The project, a stepping stone for mammalian carnivore conservation in the western cusp of the 
Indo-Burma Biodiversity Hotspot, carried out a systematic survey and conducted a distinctive 
capacity build-up and awareness campaign in Bangladesh. The fieldwork (objective 1) yielded 
about 5137 trap nights, the longest running camera-trap survey in eastern mixed-evergreens 
of Bangladesh, producing 35 mammals (18 carnivores), 45 birds, and 4 reptile species (in total, 
24 threatened) and culminating in: the discovery of populations of 5 threatened mammals; 
participation of project member/s in 3 SCCS conferences and the IUCN global threat assess-
ment of leopard cats; acquiring membership of 3 IUCN SSC specialist groups; and 8 peer-re-
viewed publication ideas (1 published, 4 in press). Regardless of the Covid-19 situation that 
affected the project timeline, capacity build-up and awareness campaign (objectives 2 and 3) 
reached 2,51,282 people through social media networking; the results were featured in 35 
media pieces. Our activities trained 90 undergraduates, 45 school-goers, 5 eco-guides, and 
directly reached stakeholders including forest department officials. The results (objective 4) 
were shared with IUCN Bangladesh, WCS Bangladesh, academicians, journalists, and Forest 
Department officials. The project has leveraged a forthcoming collaborative project to assess 
bear and dhole density in eastern Bangladesh.

Illustration | Tania Zakir

Clouded leopard Neofelis nebulosa 
Critically Endangered in Bangladesh 
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1a. SUMMARY (in Bangla)

ইন্দো-বদোর্দো জীবববচিত্র্য অঞ্চনের উত্তর-পচচির সীরদোনদো জুনে অবচথিত চসনেট চবভদোনের ছয়চট সংরচষিত বন। ইন্দো-বদোর্দো জীবববচিত্র্য 
অঞ্চনের অংশ হওয়দোর কদোরনে এবং সসই সদোনে ভদোরনতর চত্পুরদো রদোনজর্যর বদোনরদোরুেদো-আঠদোনরদোরুেদো-েংতরদোই পদোব্তর্য বনদোঞ্চনের সদোনে 
আন্তঃসীরদোন্ সংন�দোে েদোকদোয় চসনেট-হচবেঞ্জ-সরৌেভীবদোজদোনরর সংরচষিত বনগুনেদো অসম্ভব ববচিত্র্যপূে্। উত্তরপূব্ বদোংেদোনেনশর এই 
বনগুনেদোনক বদোংেদোনেনশর ২৭ প্রজদোচতর রদোংসদোশী স্তনর্যপদোয়ী প্রদোেীর প্রচতচটর আবদোসথিে চহনসনব চবনবিনদো করদো হয়। এরনচক, ২০০০ সেনক 
২০১০ এর রধর্যবত্ী সরনয় তরদোপ এবং পদোেদোচরয়দো সংরচষিত বনন বদোনের উপচথিচতর চবষনয় থিদোনীয় জননেদোষ্ী বনে েদোনকন। ভদোরতীয় 
উপরহদোনেনশর সরদোট রদোংসদোশী স্তনর্যপদোয়ী প্রদোেীনের প্রদোয় অনধ্ক সংখর্যক প্রজদোচত এই সংরচষিত বনগুনেদোর প্রদোয় 8০০ বে্ চকনেদোচরটদোর 
এেদোকদোয় বসবদোস করনেও এনের বত্রদোন অবথিদো সম্পনক্ আরদোনের ধদোরেদো খুবই সীচরত, সনই সকদোননদো েীে্নরয়দোেী েনবষেদো বদো সংরষিে 
কদো�্ক্রর। 

এ চবষয়চট সদোরনন সরনখ, ২০১৮ সদোে সেনক আররদো এই সংরচষিত বনগুনেদোনত থিদোনীয় জনেে ও বনচবভদোনের সহদোয়তদোয় কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ 
পদ্ধচতনত েনবষেদোরূেক অনুসন্দোন পচরিদোেনদো করচছ। েত পদোঁি বছনর িদোরচট সংরচষিত বনন (রেুন্ন, তরদোপ, পচচির ভদোনুেদোছ এবং 
রদোজকদোচ্) ৬৮ চট কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ সর্যদোম্পচেং সটেশনন সরদোট ৫১৩৭ কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ রদোত সরীষিদো কনরচছ, �দো পূব্ বদোংেদোনেনশর পদোহদোচে বনন  
সনব্দোচ্চ। ২০২১-২০২২ সদোনে Conservation Leadership Programme এর অনুেদোনন আরদোনের েনবষেদো কদো�্ক্রর িদোচেনয়চছ। 
 
এ সরীষিদো সেনক প্রদোপ্ত কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ ছচব সেনক আররদো ৮৪ প্রজদোচতর প্রদোেী শনদোক্ত কনরচছ, �দোর ৩৫ প্রজদোচত স্তনর্যপদোয়ী, ৪৫ প্রজদোচত পদোচখ 
ও ৪ প্রজদোচত সরীসৃপ। সরীষিদোয় পদোওয়দো সরদোট ২৪ চট প্রজদোচত নদোনদো রদোত্দোর চবেুচপ্তর ঝঁুচকর রুনখ রনয়নছ। স্তনর্যপদোয়ী প্রদোেীনের রদোনঝ 
রদোংসদোশী প্রদোেী বে্ভুক্ত প্রজদোচত ১৮ চট। উনলেখন�দোের্য রদোংসদোশী প্রদোেী প্রজদোচতর রনধর্য রনয়নছ এশীয় কদোনেদো ভদোেুক, এশীয় বন কুকুর, এশীয় 
সসদোনদোচে চবেদোে, সছদোট নখ�ুক্ত সভদোঁেে, হে বর্যদোজদো, সেনরট বর্যদোজদো, হেনে-েেদো রদোরনটন, প্রভৃচত। তৃেনভদোজী প্রদোেীনের রদোনঝ েদোে বনছদোেে 
এবং সরদোনেন্টজদোতীয় প্রদোেীনের রদোনঝ তুচে-সেজ সজদোরুর উপচথিচত উনলেনখর্যদোের্য। এনের প্রচতচটর অচস্তত্ব হুরচকর রুনখ। 

এশীয় বন কুকুর বদোস্ততন্রের সনব্দোচ্চ প�্দোনয়র প্রদোেী। রেুন্নন সংরচষিত বনন এর উপচথিচত সেনক প্রতীয়রদোন হয় স� এই বনগুনেদো 
এখননদো সনব্দোচ্চ প�্দোনয়র চশকদোরী প্রদোেীরদো বর্যবহদোর করনছ। কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ ছচব সেনক আররদো চতনচট সংরচষিত বনন (তরদোপ, পচচির ভদোনুেদোছ 
এবং রদোজকদোচ্) সছদোট নখ�ুক্ত সভদোঁেে-এর চভন্ন চভন্ন পপুনেশননর অচস্তনত্বর প্ররদোে সপনয়চছ। চবশ্ববর্যদোপী চবপন্ন সছদোট আকৃচতর এই 
সদোরদোচজক চশকদোরী প্রদোেীরদো চঝচর�ুক্ত বনন আবদোস কনর। এনের উপচথিচত সুথি বদোস্ততন্রের চননে্শক। একইভদোনব, কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ ছচব সেনক 
রদোজকদোচ্ সংরচষিত বনন এশীয় কদোনেদো ভদোেুনকর প্রেরবদোনরর রত একচট পপুনেশননর উপচথিচতর চবষয়চট প্রতীয়রদোন হনয়নছ। ভদোেুক, 
সভদোঁেে, বন কুকুরসহ সসদোনদোচে চবেদোে, হে বর্যদোজদো, েদোে বনছদোেে, তুচে-সেজ সজদোরু-এর কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ ছচব উত্তরপূব্ বদোংেদোনেনশর 
প্রেরবদোনরর রত। IUCN Bangladesh এর ২০১৫ সদোনের অর্যদোনসসনরন্টসহ IUCN এর ববচশ্বক অর্যদোনসসনরনন্টও উত্তরপূব্ বদোংেদোনেনশর 
বনন এনের উপচথিচতর চবষয়চট চনচচিত চছনেদো নদো। সরীষিদোয় প্রদোপ্ত এই েেদোেেগুনেদো সেনক আররদো এই প্রদোেীনের থিদোচনক ও বেচনক 
(spatio-temporal) িেদোিনের েচত-প্রকৃচত চবনলেষে কনরচছ, �দো চপয়দোর-চরচভউে জদোন্দোনে প্রকদোচশত হনয়নছ ও সবশ চকছু প্রকদোনশর 
প্রচক্রয়দো িেরদোন আনছ। 

এর পদোশদোপদোচশ কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ িদোেদোননদো এবং রদোংসদোশী স্তনর্যপদোয়ী প্রদোেীনের চবষনয় প্রচশষিে প্রেদোনসহ চবশ্বচবের্যদোেয় ছদোত্, ইনকদো-েদোইে, 
বনচবভদোনের কর্ীনের আররদো সরীষিদোয় অন্ভ্ুক্ত কনরচছ �দো রদোংসদোশী স্তনর্যপদোয়ী প্রদোেীনের চননয় েনবষেদো কদোনজ সষির একচট প্রজন্ম বতচর 
করনত সহদোয়তদো করনব। সনিতনতদোরূেক কদো�্ক্রনরর প্রচক্রয়দোয় আররদো কদোট্ুন, সছদোট চভচেও চলিপ, চবজ্দোনসম্মতভদোনব আঁকদো ছচবসহ 
সপদোটেদোর বদোচননয়চছ এবং জদোতীয় বেচননক চনয়চরত চেখদো প্রকদোশ কনরচছ। রদোংসদোশী স্তনর্যপদোয়ী প্রদোেীনের চননয় চশষিদোর এই টুেস গুনেদো 
আেদোরীনতও বর্যবহদোর করদো �দোনব �দো এনের চননয় সদোধদোরে রদোনুনষর ভয় ও ভুে ধদোরেদো েূর করনত অবেদোন রদোখনব। 
 
চসনেট-হচবেঞ্জ-সরৌেভীবদোজদোনরর সংরচষিত বনগুনেদোর অভদোবনীয় ববচিনত্র্যর পদোশদোপদোচশ আরদোনের সরীষিদোয় সবশ চকছু ঝুঁচকর চবষয়ও উনঠ 
এনসনছ। সরীষিদোয় চনয়চরত কদোঠুনর ও চশকদোরীনের (তীর-ধনূকধদোরী, ব্ুকধদোরী ও চশকদোরী কুকুর সম্বচেত) কর্যদোনররদো-ট্দোপ ছচব পদোওয়দো 
চেনয়নছ। এ েনবষেদোেব্ধ েেদোেেগুনেদো এই সংরচষিত বনগুনেদোনত েনবষেদো ও সংরষিে কদো�্ক্রর বৃচদ্ধর প্রনয়দোজনীয়তদোর তুনে ধনর। সসই 
সদোনে সংরচষিত বনগুনেদোনত, চবনশষত রদোজকদোচ্ সংরচষিত বনন, IUCN প্রনটনটেে এচরয়দো কর্যদোটদোেচর অনু�দোয়ী নর্যদোশনদোে পদোক্/ওয়দোইল্ডেদোইে 
সর্যদোংিুয়দোচর আয়তন ও সংখর্যদো বদোেদোননদোও প্রনয়দোজন। বত্রদোনন �দোর পচররদোে ১০ শতদোংনশরও কর। 

আররদো আনতদোরদো ও পদোেদোচরয়দো সংরচষিত বনন আরদোনের সরীষিদো কদো�্ক্রর সম্প্রসদোচরত করচছ। সসই সদোনে, একচট সচম্মচেত প্রকনপে, পূব্ 
বদোংেদোনেনশ ভদোেুক ও বনকুকুর চননয় একচট েনবষেদো শুরু কনরচছ। েীে্নরয়দোেী কদো�্ক্রনরর রদোধর্যনর, সকনের প্রনিষ্দোয় সহনজই, চসনেট 
চবভদোনের সংরচষিত বনগুনেদোনক রদোংসদোশী স্তনর্যপদোয়ী প্রদোেীনের বদোঁিদোনত রনেে বনন পচরেত করদো স�নত পদোনর। 
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1b. INTRODUCTION

Bangladesh, one of the smallest Asian states, shelters 27 carnivore mammals—nearly half of 
the Indian Subcontinent Carnivora—in the mixed evergreen, trans-border forests of the north-
eastern region (IUCN Bangladesh 2015, Khan 2018). The reserves, the northern fringes of the 
Baramura-Atharamura-Longtharai Hills, are under formal protections encompassing two na-
tional parks, one wildlife sanctuary and two Key Biodiversity Areas (KBA) to support many 
globally threatened carnivores such as Cuon alpinus, Neofelis nebulosa, Pardofelis marmorata, 
Prionailurus viverrinus, Helarctos malayanus, Ursus thibetanus, Arctictis binturong, etc. These 
forests also belong to the Indo-Burma biodiversity hotspot and are perishing fast. Encroach-
ment, altercation, retaliatory killing and prey poaching are severe. Owing to research bias, sys-
tematic studies on the carnivores of north-eastern Bangladesh are nearly non-existent (Akash 
& Zakir 2020). 

In this ecologically uncharted territory, the project was designed for a better understanding 
of the least-studied carnivores with adept methodologies to signify the region, long-deemed 
‘empty’. 

The study sites were three of six hilly mixed evergreen forests.  The sites are formally known as 
reserve forests, a country-level protection designation that is oriented toward the sustainable 
use of forestry resources (Chakma 2016), also including three protected areas and two KBAs: 
Raghunandan Hill Reserve (26.31 sq. km, 24°6’–24°16’N/91°21’–91°28’E, Satchari NP, Figure 
1D); Tarap Hill Reserve (62 sq. km, 24°5’–24°31’N/91°35’–91°39’E, Rema-Kalenga WS, a KBA, 
Figure 1E); West Vanugach Hill Reserve (27.4 sq. km, 24°13’–24°27’N/91°44’–91°49’E, Lawa-
chara NP, a KBA, Figure 1F). As COVID-19 situations extended the project timeline, a fourth 
study site was included: Rajkandi Reserve (64 sq. km, 24°08’–24°16’N/91°54’–91°55’E, Figure 
1G). 

We targeted to establish a structured camera-trap survey database in three reserves, perform 
activity pattern analysis, pair-wise co-occurrence and distribution modelling, and compare the 
efficacy of results of different study techniques. Our capacity build-up and awareness schemes 
were aimed at the Bangladesh Forest Department, indigenous guides, early-career conserva-
tionists, and citizen scientists. 

Intending to create a science-backed voice for north-eastern carnivores and rally a community 
skilled and passionate in carnivore studies, the project–a first in the region–aims to turn the 
tide of mammalian carnivore conservation practices in Bangladesh.
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Study sites in north-eastern Bangladesh. 
Forest covers were sourced from Bangladesh Forest Department; the extent of the Indo-Burma Biodiversity 

Hotspot was adapted from https://databasin.org/.

1c. PROJECT MEMBERS 
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• Qualifications and experience: Please check ResearchGate profile
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• Current Occupation and Employer: Program assistant at IUCN Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh

• Main roles in the project: Data manager, Data analyst, Scientific Illustrator

ANIKA TABASSUM

• Qualifications and experience: Please check ResearchGate profile

• Current Occupation and Employer: Research Fellow at Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial 

• Research, Dhaka, Bangladesh

• Main roles in the project: Assistant data manager, Field operative

JOYANTO KUMAR BISWAS

• Qualifications and experience: Please check ResearchGate profile

• Current Occupation and Employer: currently nemployed

• Main roles in the project: Field operative, Photographer

S M SHAFI

Qualifications and experience: Please check ResearchGate profile

Current Occupation and Employer: currently unemployed

Main roles in the project: Field operative, Media story-teller

MOHAMMAD SAMIUL ALAM

Qualifications and experience: Please check ResearchGate profile

Current Occupation and Employer: Young Leader at BRAC Bank Limited, Dhaka, Bangladesh 
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SECTION TWO
2a. AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

Aim
Our primary purpose is to prove and signify the presence of carnivore assemblage in these 
enigmatic reserves. Strengthened by anecdotes of Khan (2018) and Zakir (2019), we aim to 
give emergence to dhole/clouded leopard/bears as a flagship species in the northeast, similar 
to what tiger, the national animal of the country, does for the Sundarbans, the mangrove that 
contains the only viable population of the species in the country. 

Objectives 
• Completion of survey and pertinent field activities within the dry months. 
• Capacity build-up program on camera-trapping technique will be carried out targeting 

at least 10 forest department officials, three eco-guides, 10 citizen scientists. We will 
arrange two workshops on camera-trapping study techniques for aspiring conserva-
tionists. 

• Awareness campaign will be conducted at 10 schools (150 students, 10 educators) 
within the reserves’ 5 km radius, in three universities, and on social media platforms 

• Our findings will be shared with the targeted stakeholders through seminars and popu-
lar news portals at the end of the project.  

2b. CHANGES TO THE ORIGINAL PROJECT PLAN

The original project plans had faced rescheduling several times mainly due to the Covid-19 
crisis. The project launch was delayed up to October 2020 (initially set for August 2020). We 
faced difficulty to mobilize our full team as four of our team members had to leave the city 
(they were then students; the university and the dorm was closed due to the pandemic). 
We also faced difficulty to get the equipment in-time. So, we could not deploy the cam-
era-traps before January 2021. 

The similar thing happened with Objective 2 and 3. We struggled to get clearance at schools 
and universities to carry out in-person programmes. At the first months of the projects, we 
focused on online sessions. However, the project required an extended session to complete 
the Objective 2 and 3. Still, there were waves after waves, and we could not meet our tar-
geted number of school students. As universities and offices were kept open, we focused 
on educating undergraduate students and forest officials. Interestingly, at the same time, we 
managed to invest some funds [mentioned in the preliminary report] to do another round of 
camera-trapping that discovered an edge-of-the-range population of the Asiatic black bear!
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2c. METHODOLOGY 

Our work started with reconnaissance survey and trail mapping for rendering updated maps 
of the reserves. As there had been none, pertinent land-use land cover (LULC) maps were 
produced following Horning et al., (2010). These maps were used to set a fixed grid (1X1km) 
system. For selecting potential camera trap stations, cues such as presence of carnivore signs 
(dens, footprints, scats, scrape marks, etc.), terrain features, seasonal drainage and intersec-
tions of the trails were tracked. Kelly and Holub (2008), O’Connell et al., (2010), TEAM Network 
(2011), Boitani and Powell (2012), and Meek et al., (2014) were consulted regarding standard 
number of stations, spacing between cameras, deployment duration, the height of the sta-
tions, their in-between distances, and during report preparation. A minimum of ~1000 trap 
nights were planned for each of the reserves using a total of 57 stations. The cameras stayed 
operational 24 hours a day. The cameras were left in the forest protected by python locks 
and wrought iron boxes and generally revisited at 15 days’ intervals routinely. Team members 
were stationed at the site throughout the survey. All the selected grids for cameras covered 
different elevation ranges.  We conducted our semi-structured interview (to check the trend 
of carnivore presence and incident patterns) on the local communities living for at least a 
generation within five km radius of the reserve. We used printed photos of the carnivores to 
ensure maximum response (Martínez-Martí et al., 2016). Data analyses were conducted using 
R software (R Development Core Team 2019) and relevant statistical packages. Niedballa et al. 
(2016) was followed for organizing camera trap data. Niedballa et al. (2016), and Rideout and 
Linkie (2017) were used for diel activity pattern analysis. Pair-wise probabilistic modelling was 
run according to Griffith et al., (2016).  

Basic designs of the workshops and hands-on training were adapted from Rabinowitz (1997). 
One of our team members will do the science illustration based on the techniques of Hodges 
(2003) and Bredekamp et al., (2019). For hands-on training on camera-traps for forest de-
partment officials of reserve area, eco-guides and volunteers, we used Boitani and Powell 
(2012). The workshops for early-career conservationists were designed to demonstrate the 
basic considerations of camera-trapping as shown by Boitani and Powell (2012) and protocols 
formulated by Niedballa et al. (2016), Ridout and Linkie (2017), and Fiske and Chandler (2015).  
We considered awareness campaigns (for school students, their educators, and graduate stu-
dent) and structured sharing of our activities as our results because such steps have never 
been devised for north-eastern carnivores of Bangladesh. This is because communicating with 
stakeholders is a key to commencing the conservation of the least-known species (Skrbinšek 
et al. 2018).    
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2d. OUTPUT AND RESULTS

Objective 1 Camera-trap survey 
We successfully completed camera-trapping survey at all four Reserve Forest [Raghunandan 
Hill 1859 trap-nights, Tarap Hill 1472, West Bhanugach 885, Rajkandi Hill 921]. In total, we 
deployed 68 camera-trap stations and our survey yielded 84 different species. We found 18 
carnivore mammals; of which, 3 were previously unrecorded from this region. The box below 
summarizes the major findings and outputs.

The findings of objective 1 have already resulted in four peer-reviewed publications i.e., uan-
tifiable outputs/objectively verifiable indicators (OVIs) [Appendix 4b]. The findings were also 
featured as posters at two SCCS conferences [Appendix 4c]. 

Camera-trap survey – Results and Impacts at a glance

 Survey effort           5137 camera-trap nights [the longest running camera-trap survey in 
                                   eastern mixed-evergreens of Bangladesh]
                                   68 camera-trap stations
                                   179 sq. km forested habitats covered 

       
 Major Findings       35 mammals (18 carnivores)
                                  45 birds  
                                    4 reptiles 
                                  24 threatened species (in total)
                                    5 species with previously undocumented population
                                                     Asian short-clawed otter
                                                     Asiatic black bear
                                                     Greater hog badger
                                                     Red serow
                                                     Asiatic brush-tailed porcupine
 Publications              4  peer-reviewed articles; 3 being prepared
                                    2  Student Conference on Conservation Science
                                        (Bengaluru 2021 and Cambridge 2022)
 IUCN global              1  (leopard cat)
 assessment 
 New research          Bear and dhole survey in eastern Bangladesh 
 leveraged               
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Greater hog badger  Arctonyx collaris 
Vulnerable in Bangladesh

Previously unknown from north-eastern Bangladesh 
No concerted study 

Asiatic brush-tailed porcupine Atherurus macrurous
Data Deficient in Bangladesh

Previously unknown from north-eastern Bangladesh 
No concerted study 
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Student Conference in Conservation Science - Bengaluru 2021
Poster presentation 

Asian small-clawed otter  Aonyx cinereus 
Vulnerable in Bangladesh

Previously unknown from north-eastern Bangladesh 
No concerted study 
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Student Conference in Conservation Science - Cambridge 2022
Poster presentation 
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Student Conference in Conservation Science - Cambridge 2022
Poster presentation (won the best poster award)
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Objective 2 Capacity build-up program on camera-trapping technique
Two training workshops were carried out which were attended by 70 stakeholders living/sta-
tioned at the reserve periphery.

Five eco-guides, 2 forest officials, 3 citizen scientists, and 7 undergraduate students were di-
rectly accompanied in the fieldwork.

Two online talks and six in-person invited lectures on camera-trapping and carnivore mammal 
conservation were carried out. Online talks had ~4000 views and the invited lectures were 
attended by six batches of 180 forest department officials. 

Ninety undergraduates were provided with ex-situ camera-trapping training. 

Asitatic golden cat Catopuma temminckii 
Vulnerable in Bangladesh

as many as 10 color morphs
Previously unknown from north-eastern Bangladesh 

No concerted study 

Illustration | Tania Zakir

We found Asiatic golden cats in multiple 
forests of north-eastern Bangladesh.  

Here, you see a cinnamon morph. 
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Objective 3 Awareness campaign
Two consecutive World Otter Day were celebrated engaging 30 fishermen, 45 school students, 
and students of the Dhaka University Nature Conservation Club. 

2000 posters were produced.

Distribution of 20 printed and framed photos of camera-trapped animals among the local for-
est department stations. 

Five educational short clips on carnivores were produced: three on otters, one on leopard cats 
and one on Asiatic golden cats [Appendix 4e].  

An awareness programme was carried out with the members of the Dhaka University Tourist 
Society. 

The activities were featured in 35 media pieces [Appendix 4f].

Our social media activities reached about 250, 000 reach. 

Illustrations of 18 carnivore mammals were produced that can be used in future awareness/
educational sessions. 

stakeholders with 
camera-trap photos  at 
Raghunandan national 
park
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news featuring our activities 
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Objective 4 Result sharing with targeted stakeholders 
The results of camera-trapping survey have been shared with IUCN Bangladesh, WCS Bangla-
desh, 10 professors of zoology, and 10 high-ranked Forest Department officials.

our programme with school 
students and university club 
members

our programme with fisher-
men who share the landscape 
with otters 
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poster we released to in 
response to human-fishing cat 
conflicts

our posters for the World Otter 
Day
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2e. COMMUNICATION AND APPLICATION OF RESULTS

The overall goal of the project is to establish new protected areas by putting carnivores as flag-
ship species. The findings of the project are, thus, continuously being shared with the policy 
makers: Bangladesh Forest Department officials, and academicians. The project also empha-
sised publishing popular articles in rows. It also attempted to draw the attention of the global 
authorities to the species found during the survey: otter, bear, golden cat, and fishing cat. 

The approach already secured membership of three IUCN SSC specialist groups: IUCN Canid 
Specialist Group, IUCN Otter Specialist Group and IUCN Small Carnivore Specialist Group. The 
project findings have leveraged a coming survey on the density of bears and dholes in eastern 
Bangladesh. 



2f. MONITORING AND EVALUATION

For objective 01, we were focused on two criteria as Monitoring and Evaluation activities: get-
ting the findings published in peer-reviewed journals and writing popular press articles.

For objectives 2 and 3, we always took a short quiz/opinion survey about the experience/
learning perceived by the attendants. These surveys of ours, on average, yielded 68-73 percent 
positive responses. 

Overall, we also aimed to draw national and global attention to the carnivore mammals of 
eastern Bangladesh. The outputs of the communication activity also aligned with this criteria. 

Barking deer Muntiacus muntjak
Endangered in Bangladesh 

common ungulate in eastern Bangladesh
no concerted study 

Yellow-throated marten Martes 
flavigula

Vulnerable in Bangladesh
largest marten in the Old World 

first recorded in Bangladesh in 2010 
lives in eastern Bangladesh 

no concerted study 
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2g. ACHIEVEMENTS AND IMPACTS

• Survey of ~4550 trap nights in a single season. This adds a tremendous amount of data 
on the carnivore communities;

• The discovery of the Asiatic black bear (Ursus thibetanus, vulnerable), small-clawed ot-
ter (Aonynx cinereas, vulnerable), golden cat (Catopuma temminckii, near threatened), 
greater hog badger (Arctonyx collaris, vulnerable),  ferret badger (Melogale sp. Data de-
ficient in Bangladesh) along 35 mammals (18 carnivores), 45 birds, and 4 reptile species 
(in total, 24 threatened)

• Unearthing previously unknown behavior of gibbon (Hoolock hoolock, endangered), 
Phayre’s leaf monkey (Trachypithecus phayrei, endangered), capped langur (Trachypithe-
cus pileatus, vulnerable), and Assam macaque (Macaca assamensis).

These findings, in turn, created stirs, as our findings 
• are featured in 35 media reports 
• showed the absence of the fishing cat (Prionailurus viverrinus, vulnerable) from our 

survey led to a rethinking about the conservation regarding the deliberate release (of 
rescued cats) at forests. The cat is a wetland species that led to five collaborations in-
cluding an already published paper on the striped hyena (Hyaena hyaena, extinct in Ban-
gladesh), and participation in an IUCN global assessment of the leopard cat (Prionailurus 
bengalensis)

• Using the experience of participating in two SCCS conferences to attend the SCCS Cam-
bridge 2021 and won the first prize of the Best Poster Award. 

• Furthermore, our illustrations of the carnivore mammals are highly praised. The works 
of one of our team members get into an IUCN publication and inspired a community of 
science illustrators

• At least four undergraduate students who volunteered in our fieldwork are thinking to 
pursue a career in the carnivores

• The online talks, physical lectures, and the day we celebrated brought around 160,000 
people (including Forest Department officials) in contact with the carnivore animals 
through Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/CarnivoreGuardiansBangladesh/), Twit-
ter (@projectcarnivo1) and Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/carnivoreguardians-
bangladesh/)

These directly feed our overall objective i.e., to highlight, prove and signify the presence of 
carnivore assemblage and to streamline carnivore research in the country
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Glimpse of our ongoing work on carnivore ID flash cards 
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2g. CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP CAPABILITIES

The CLP experience was tremendous; the journey for the forgotten carnivores has theretofore 
been rewarding. The knowledge and the skills attained have helped the team members to se-
cure PhD offers, jobs in top conservation organizations (IUCN Bangladesh), and jobs that calls 
for leadership roles. The project introduced members to the global community for carnivores, 
honed project management skill, improved writing abilities and provided with lessons of re-
search communication techniques.

Most importantly, it has taught us how to strategize conservation movement. Recently, a zoo-
themed safari park has been proposed for one of the study sites. Against the plan, a commen-
tary was published (Khan et al. 2022). Dissuading government decisions is a tough job, but 
how the scientific community was steered to write this commentary, a first-ever thing in the 
conservation sector in Bangladesh (the project gave rise to many firsts!), was pivotally assisted 
by the lessons learned through the project journey. 

Masked palm civet Paguma larvata 
Vulnerable in Bangladesh
A forest-dwelling species 

lives in eastern Bangladesh

Ferret badger Melogale sp. 
Data Deficient in Bangladesh

less than five camera-trap records
prefers riparian forests

lives in eastern Bangladesh 

No concerted study on 
viverrids and mustelids 

of Bangladesh
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SECTION THREE 
3a. CONCLUSION 

The project has a database yielded from the camera-trapping survey, the largest in eastern 
Bangladesh and Tripura, India. The project has drawn attention to the carnivores of eastern 
Bangladesh and called for movements to create more protected areas (< 10 percent is pro-
tected according to IUCN category of protected areas). The project relayed the message on 
camera-trapping techniques and their importance to university students, eco-guides, and 
forest-department officials. There are conservation-worthy populations of the Asiatic black 
bear (Ursus thibetanus) and the Asian small-clawed otter (Aonyx cinereus)—revealed by the 
project. The terrestrial mammal community in eastern Bangladesh is diverse and they are 
facing a myriad of threats including poaching.

3b. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND LESSONS LEARNT

• Which project activities and outcomes went well and why?
The fieldwork under Objective 1, despite the Covid-19 situation and our first-time at-
temptto conduct a large-scale camera-trapping, went exceptionally well. This largely owes 
to the determination, patience, enthusiasm, and perseverance of the whole team. Each 
round of fieldwork came with some unforgettable experiences.

• Which project activities and outcomes have been problematic and in what way, and how has this been 
overcome?  
Conducting fieldwork was problematic. We had to check constantly for the slots in-be-
tween lockdown periods to get into the field and reschedule the activities. Several of my 
team members and volunteers joined the field from the remote corners of the country. 
We arranged additional transport for them. 

As schools were closed, we could not conduct the school-based awareness campaigns, 
whereas capacity build-up programs were partially completed. To check this, we had to 
shift our focus to university students, eco guides, and forest department officials. 

• Briefly assess the specific project methodologies and conservation tools used.
We believe that the project methodology was sound, adept, and effective. We devised 
the project to decipher the terrestrial carnivore mammal diversity. The discoveries as 
well as the amount of data spoke for the methodology. However, whether the team was 
bigger, the work would have been swifter and easier to manage.

The rescheduling issue to address lockdown impacted the rest of the objectives the proj-
ect aimed at. We used social media, went collaboration with the local conservation team, 
and sources easier to access to tackle this drawback. We strictly followed Rabinowitz 
(1993) in whatever chances we managed to scrape in-between lockdown periods.

The findings asserted the necessity of two different projects: (i) continuous monitoring of 
the ecology of the targeted species; and (ii) assessing and tackling threats it faces. 
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poaching is a serious 
threat to the animal 

diversity of north-eastern 
Bangladesh.  

these gun-weidling 
poachers and hunting 

dogs are from Rajkandi 
and Tarap Hill Reserve.
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• Please state important lessons which have been learnt through the course of the project and provide 
recommendations for future enhancement or modification to the project activities and outcomes. 
Local peoples are the key. For our warm relations with the local people, we were able to 
retrieve two traps that got vandalized. And, as a result, we did not lose a single camera 
trap—also the first-ever scenario in Bangladesh! 

Young freshman undergrads are the ones we should give our most investments to create 
a community of carnivore researchers—one of the long-term goals

Networking with the policymakers and media people is another driving factor. We sensed 
that as we updated these stakeholders continuously about our findings

The otters are in abundance in the region and can be alleviated as a keystone species.  A 
similar thing can be asserted for the bears, a conservation-worthy population lives there. 
We are planning to continue trapping and launch the species-based program (on the 
bear, otter, and small cats). The region is worth investing in the research and conservation 
efforts—a lesson well learnt! 

3c. IN THE FUTURE 

We will soon commence a collaborative project on the ecology of bears and dholes in eastern 
Bangladesh. This coming project has been directly leveraged by the findings of the current 
project. We are also trying to seek funding for the small cats and otters, and consulting with 
the IUCN otter specialist group, International Otter Survival Fund and Clouded Leopard Work-
ing Group. The project leader is also looking for a PhD window to work on the carnivores of 
eastern Bangladesh.  

Clouded leopard 
Neofelis nebulosa

Dhole
Cuone alpnius

Illustration | Tania Zakir

Marbled cat
Pardofelis marmorata
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FUTURE OF MAMMALS OF EASTERN BANGLADESH IS IN OUR HANDS

Dhole Cuon alpnius
Endangered in Bangladesh

no  conservation investment

Phayre’s leaf monkey Trachypithecus phayrei
Critically Endangered in Bangladesh

no  conservation investment

Leopard cat Prionairulus bengalensis
Near Threatened in Bangladesh

no  conservation investment
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Itemized expenses Total CLP 
Requested 
(USD)*

Total CLP Spent 
(USD)

% Difference Details & Justification (Justification must 
be provided if figure in column D is +/- 
25%)

PHASE I - PROJECT PREPARATION

Communications 
(telephone/internet/
postage)

150.00 -100% We did not include our expenditure un-
der this category as it was insignificant. 
The section was spent for the below 
sections.

Field guide books, 
maps, journal 
articles and other 
printed materials

236.00 214.38 -9%

Insurance 91.00 106.31 17%

Visas and permits

Team training 113.00 107.75 -5%

Reconnaissance 1,101.00 846.53 -23% We started our trapping programme 
asap our first reconnaissance visits had 
been completed. We had to do this 
because we were pressed under tight 
COVID-19-related lockdown periods. We 
spent a large sum of this budget line on 
another round of camera-trapping on a 
fourth site (24º12´-24º17´N and 91º51´-
91º55´E).

EQUIPMENT

Scientific/field 
equipment and 
supplies

5,935.00 7245.38 22%

Photographic equip-
ment

Camping equipment

Boat/engine/truck 
(including car hire)

Other (Equipment) 236.00 278.40 18%

PHASE II - IMPLEMENTATION

Accommodation for 
team members and 
local guides

1,132.00 665.45 -41% We didn’t need to spend much on 
accommodation because we had got 
support from the Forest Forest Depart-
ment and the locals as they allowed our 
team to stay at the field dormitories and 
earthen houses at a minimal cost for 
most of the trips.

Food for team mem-
bers and local guides

2,413.00 2038.47 -16%
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Itemized expenses Total CLP 
Requested 
(USD)*

Total CLP Spent 
(USD)

% Difference Details & Justification (Justification must 
be provided if figure in column D is +/- 
25%)

Travel and local 
transportation (in-
cluding fuel)

673.00 1328.66 97% We planned to move by bus. But all the 
intercity buses were shutdown during 
our fieldwork days. We had to hire cars/
microbuses. Hence, the increased cost. 
This was adjusted as we had amounts 
from the budget under accommodation 
and food. In total, considering the three 
budget lines, we have 866.26 USD which 
was adjusted for a fourth trapping round 
and the remaining tasks. 

Customs and/or port 
duties

Workshops 1409 1077.76 -24%

Outreach/Education 
activities and ma-
terials (brochures, 
posters, video, 
t-shirts, etc.)

259.00 413.24 60% The printing cost of t-shirts was in-
creased. However, the purchases made 
in this case were utilized in workshop 
programme and post-project activities.

Other (Phase 2)

PHASE III - POST-PROJECT EXPENSES
Administration

Report production 
and results dissemi-
nation

413.00 412.60 0%

Other (Phase 3) 566.00 -100% This budget line was spent in the above 
sections, particularly adjusted for the 
increased cost for the travel, equipment 
and outreach material purchases.

Total 14,727.00 14,734.94

Black-naped hare Lepus nigricollis 
Endangered in Bangladesh
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Output Number Additional Information

Number of CLP Partner Staff involved in men-
toring the Project

NA NA

Number of species assessments contributed 
to (E.g. IUCN assessments)

1 https://dx.doi.org/10.2305/IUCN.UK.2022-1.RLTS.
T18146A212958253.en 

Number of site assessments contributed to 
(E.g. IBA assessments)

NA NA

Number of NGOs established NA NA

Amount of extra funding leveraged ($) 1 The bear and dhole survey will be funded under 
this programme https://documents.world-
bank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/
documentdetail/395741538969430897/ban-
gladesh-sustainable-forests-and-livelihoods-su-
fal-project

Number of species discovered/rediscovered 5 The  Asiatic black bear, the Asiatic golden cat, the 
Asian small-clawed otter, the greater hog badger, 
and the ferret badger. And, at least one new spe-
cies of stream-dwelling freshwater fish species. 

Number of sites designated as important for 
biodiversity (e.g. IBA/Ramsar designation)

NA The project significantly steered the next activity 
i.e., bear and dhole survey, which, will surely 
work to make safe space for these species in 
eastern Bangladesh. 

Number of species/sites legally protected for 
biodiversity

NA NA

Number of stakeholders actively engaged in 
species/site conservation management

~15 University students, eco-guides, and forest de-
partment field personnel were actively engaged 
in the field survey. 

Number of species/site management plans/
strategies developed

NA The project represented a first step for a big 
region that constitutes the western cusp of the 
Indo-Burma Biodiversity Hotspot and an ecologi-
cally territory in terms of carnivore research. The 
project significantly steered the next activity i.e., 
bear and dhole survey, which, will surely work 
to make safe space for these species in eastern 
Bangladesh. 

Number of stakeholders reached ~250 The project, through awareness and outreach 
programme, reached them. Through social media 
activity, it reached another ~250000 view for the 
carnivores. In invited lecture sessions also drew 
the attention of ~200 forest department officials.

Examples of stakeholder behaviour change 
brought about by the project.

NA NA

SECTION FOUR 
APPENDICES

4a. CLP M&E measures
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Output Number Additional Information

Examples of policy change brought about by 
the project

NA NA

Number of jobs created NA NA

Number of academic papers published 8 3 in press, 1 published, 4 being written (Appendix 
4b)

Number of conferences where project results 
have been presented

3 One in SCCS Bengaluru 2021, two in SCCS Cam-
bridge 2022

4b. List of publications (published, in press, being written)
Akash M. Chakma, S., Biswas, J., Sultan, A., Zakir, T., Rahman, H., Ansary, Z., Kabir, J. 2022. 

How far westward? Revisiting the distribution of Arctonyx badger in the westernmost 
global range. Mammalia: accepted. 

Akash,  M., Debbarma, H., Zakir, T., Ahmed, S., Nanziba, R. 2022. A spiny intrigue: Under-
standing the distribution and temporal ecology of porcupines in eastern Bangladesh. Hys-
trix: being prepared.

Akash, M., Ahmed, S., Biswas, J., Alam, M.S., Zakir, T., Shafi, M.S., Barkat, A.I., Islam, M.T., 
Alom, K., Guala, C. 2022. What does a discovery tell us? A camera-trapping insight into the 
small-clawed otters in north-eastern Bangladesh. Otter Bulletin 39(3): in press. 

Akash, M., Chowdhury, A.G., Ahmed, S., Debbarma, H., Sharma, S. 2022. Not yet a goner: 
recent evidence still beacon a future for the bears in eastern Bangladesh. Ursus: being 
prepared.

Akash, M., Dheer, A., Dloniak, S.M. and Jacobson, A.P., 2021. The faded stripes of Bengal: 
a historical perspective on the easternmost distribution of the striped hyena. European 
Journal of Wildlife Research 67(6): 1–12.

Akash, M., Iqbal, F., Mondal, S. 2022. Only south of the Ganges? On recent occurrences and 
distribution of smooth-coated otters in Bangladesh. Otter 2022: in press.

Akash, M., Zakir, T., Ahmed, S., Biswas, J., Debbarma, H.m, Alam, M.S., Guala, C., and Islam, 
T. 2022. Camera trapping insights into leopard cat movement in eastern Bangladesh. Cat 
News 75: in press. 

Ghimirey, Y., Petersen, W., Jahed, N., Akash, M., Lynam, A.J., Kun, S., Din, J., Nawaz, M.A., 
Singh, P., Dhendup, T., Marcus, C., Gray, T.N.E. & Phyoe Kyaw, P. 2022. Prionailurus benga-
lensis. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species 2022: e.T18146A212958253. https://dx-
.doi.org/10.2305/IUCN.UK.2022-1.RLTS.T18146A212958253.en. Accessed on 01 August 
2022.
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4c. SCCS Posters
SCCS Bengaluru  2021 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/354956540_Globally_vulnerable_small-clawed_otter_

in_northeast_Bangladesh_Activity_pattern_of_a_newly_discovered_population_in_a_human-dom-

inated_riparian_mixed-evergreen_forest?_sg%5B0%5D=h69K4vERKN7lpEW9h1Icn_CvDRKyRBS-

BR6EChhHHqnxFWTuo7PNXgH2Zda2TCQv58xMLXGIwooYxVaUtCU4CGOyWv5l1Uz0K96lPXeg2.

wXw6bhrDbSWTnqTvL_X0nCokDmHHMMFNK-PvkAsPS3jsKAEYjPebUo5INp-2WggLruRsILBkg_T7s82s-

18rBiA 

SCCS Cambridge 2022 (Poster 01)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/359634682_Finding_fantastic_beasts_A_camera-trap-

ping_story_on_threatened_carnivore_mammals_inhabiting_forgotten_forests_of_northeast_Bangla-

desh

SCCS Cambridge 2022 (Poster 02)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/359634814_A_cat_out_of_water_Assessing_spatiotem-

poral_patterns_and_drivers_of_human-fishing_cat_conflict_in_Bangladesh_from_media_reports

4d. Link to online-talks

4e. Links to skits
1. World Otter Day 2021 Bangladesh 

       The International Otter Survival Fund featured this event in their monthly newsletter

2. Talk on camera-trapping with the Brahmanbaria Science Club

3. World Otter Day Cartoon

4. Eurasian and smoon-coated otter in Bangladesh
5. সেদোনল্ডন কর্যদোট বদোংেদোনেনশ - Elusive Asian golden cat in Bangladesh

6. 2020 CLP Team Awards -- conservation of small carnivores in the north-eastern forests of Bangla-

desh

All skits can be accessed here: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YFQZ3KIHnHppOSB93hrFZ-

T3ZgF8rtWcE?usp=sharing

4f. Links and photos of media activity
The Revelator

• Species Spotlight: The Greater Hog Badger, Cornered by a Hunting-Driven Extinction Crisis

• Species Spotlight: The Asian Small-Clawed Otter — A Victim of the Pet Trade

• Uncovering the Secret Lives of Lesser-known Carnivores in Bangladesh

The Business Standard
• Asiatic wild dog: Bangladesh’s forgotten wildlife

1. Talk on camera-trapping with the Brahmanbaria Science Club

2. World Otter Day 2021 Bangladesh
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• There is still time for the bears of Bangladesh

• Camera-trap study reveals rare wild cat in northeastern Bangladesh

• Safari Park in Lathitila forest: Are we committing ecocide

• Saving Bangladesh’s otters: A mission not too late to launch

• Carnivore mammals of the homesteads: Forgotten and forsaken?

• Snares: A looming disaster for Bangladesh wildlife

• Wildlife illustration: A decisive tool to empower conservation

• Vanishing in silence: Our marvellous small cats

• My journey with camera-trapping

• Civets: Nocturnal carnivores facing extinction

• Finding fantastic beasts: A camera-trapping story from our forgotten forests

• The greater hog badger, cornered by a hunting-driven extinction crisis

• প্রচত ১৫ চেনন সরনছদোচবেদোে-রদোনুনষর সংেদোনতর েটনদো েটনছ: সরীষিদো (in English: in every 15 days, a new hu-

man-fishing cat conflict occurs in Bangladesh)

• Saving a black bear cub in the Hill Tracts

DeshRupantor.com
• ৬ রং ধদোরে করনত পদোনর সেনশর চবেুপ্তপ্রদোয় এই ‘সসদোনদোচে চবেদোে’ (in English: Golden cat can takes six different 

colors)
• সেনশ রদোত্ একচট রর্র চবেদোে সবঁনি আনছ! (in English: Only one captive marbled cat specimen in Ban-

gladesh)
• সংরচষিত বন উজদোে কনর কৃচত্র বনদোয়ন! (in English: Plantation forest in natural reserves!)

NewsBangla24.com
• চবেুপ্তপ্রদোয় সসদোনদোচে চবেদোে সরৌেভীবদোজদোনরর বনন (in English: Rare golden cat in the forests of Moulvibazar)
• ১৭ প্রজদোচতর থিেজ স্তনর্যপদোয়ী সদোতছচেনত (in English: 17 terrestrial mammals camera-trapped in 

Satchari)
• ‘চবেুপ্ত’ রনন করদো বদোনর চরেে র ্�দোনবর অচভ�দোনন (in English: ‘extinct’ primate rescued in a drive)

Banglanews24.com
• সন্দোন চরেনেদো চবরে ‘এশীয় তুচে-সেজ সজদোরু’ (in English: Rare Asiatic brush-tailed porcupine cam-

era-trapped)
• পৃচেবীর রনধর্য সেনশই সবচশ আনছ চবপেদোপন্ন ‘সরনছদোচবেদোে’ (in English: Largest fishing cat population is in 

Bangladesh)
• সংরচষিত বনন তদোনরর েদোঁে, সবনেদোনর ররনছ (in English: Snaring wreaks havoc in the forests of Bangla-

desh)
• সেনশ হুরচকর রুনখ চবপন্ন ‘কদোনেদোেদোে খরনেদোশ’ (in English: Black-naped hare is endangered in Bangla-

desh)
• অভয়দোরনের্য প্রদোচে চবনদোনশর তৎপরতদো (in English: Hunting is rampant in the forests)
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https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/there-still-time-bears-bangladesh-347281
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/camera-trap-study-reveals-rare-wild-cat-northeastern-bangladesh-308911
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/safari-park-lathitila-forest-are-we-committing-ecocide-271360
7.	Saving Bangladesh’s otters: A mission not too late to launch
8.	  Carnivore mammals of the homesteads: Forgotten and forsaken?
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/snares-looming-disaster-bangladesh-wildlife-184984
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/wildlife-illustration-decisive-tool-empower-conservation-172600
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/vanishing-silence-our-marvellous-small-cats-118420
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/my-journey-camera-trapping-457358
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/civets-nocturnal-carnivores-facing-extinction-449438
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/finding-fantastic-beasts-camera-trapping-story-our-forgotten-forests-393742
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/greater-hog-badger-cornered-hunting-driven-extinction-crisis-385742
https://www.tbsnews.net/bangla/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6/news-details-101638?amp&fbclid=IwAR2fF5WhMUlzdb_v4bOkyjRjhu4iHdVTl34H1XkFzuaIEKhon73wU77O8Gs
https://www.tbsnews.net/bangla/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6/news-details-101638?amp&fbclid=IwAR2fF5WhMUlzdb_v4bOkyjRjhu4iHdVTl34H1XkFzuaIEKhon73wU77O8Gs
https://www.tbsnews.net/environment/nature/saving-black-bear-cub-hill-tracts-421954
https://www.deshrupantor.com/home/printnews/320870/2021-10-11
https://www.deshrupantor.com/home/printnews/320870/2021-10-11
https://www.deshrupantor.com/home/printnews/266850/2020-12-26
https://www.deshrupantor.com/home/printnews/266850/2020-12-26
https://www.deshrupantor.com/last-page/2021/12/21/334461
https://www.newsbangla24.com/lifestyle/161313/Extinct-golden-cat-in-the-forest-of-Moulvibazar
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The Daily Prothom Alo
• সেনশ বে চবপনে চিতদো বদোে (in English: The plight of leopards in Bangladesh)
• আরদোনের বননর স�দোে (in English: Wild dogs of Bangladesh)

The Daily Kaler Kantho
• আরদোনের স�দোেও আনছ (in English: We have dhole!)

The Daily Jugantor 
• সদোতছচে বনন চরেে চবপন্ন বনর্য কুকুর (in English: Dhole camera-trapped in Satchari)
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